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With the increasing availability of functional genomic data, incorporating genomic annotations into genetic association analysis has
become a standard procedure. However, the existing methods often lack rigor and/or computational efficiency and consequently do
not maximize the utility of functional annotations. In this paper, we propose a rigorous inference procedure to perform integrative as-
sociation analysis incorporating genomic annotations for both traditional GWASs and emerging molecular QTL mapping studies. In
particular, we propose an algorithm, named deterministic approximation of posteriors (DAP), which enables highly efficient and accu-
rate joint enrichment analysis and identification of multiple causal variants. We use a series of simulation studies to highlight the power
and computational efficiency of our proposed approach and further demonstrate it by analyzing the cross-population eQTL data from
the GEUVADIS project and the multi-tissue eQTL data from the GTEx project. In particular, we find that genetic variants predicted to
disrupt transcription factor binding sites are enriched in cis-eQTLs across all tissues. Moreover, the enrichment estimates obtained across
the tissues are correlated with the cell types for which the annotations are derived.Introduction
Association analysis has become a powerful tool for identi-
fying genetic variants that impact complex traits at both
the organismal and molecular levels: in the past decade,
genome-wide association studies (GWASs) have success-
fully identified a rich catalog of genetic variants that are
linked to many human diseases. Most recently, molecular
QTL mapping has revealed an abundance of quantitative
trait loci (QTLs) for cellular phenotypes such as gene
expression,1,2 chromatin accessibility,3 histone modifica-
tions,4 and DNA methylation.5 Nevertheless, the causal
molecular pathways from genetic variants to complex
phenotypes remain poorly understood.6 This is mainly
because a good proportion of identified trait-associated
variants are located in the non-coding regions of the
genome, and our knowledge of the functional roles of
non-coding variants is generally lacking. With the recent
advancements in high-throughput experimental technol-
ogies, functional annotations for regulatory variants have
become increasingly available.1,7,8 As a consequence, it is
now feasible to perform association analysis incorporating
functional genomic annotations. The integrative analysis
strategy presents two obvious advantages: first, it improves
the power of association analysis by prioritizing functional
variants; second, it helps to reveal the underlying molecu-
lar mechanisms that lead to the observed associations.
In the past, integrative analysis was typically performed
by searching for overlaps between putative association sig-
nals and SNP annotations. This analysis strategy implicitly
assumes that a SNP with specific genomic annotations is
probably causal. To justify the results from the post hoc
overlapping analysis, quantitatively validating this im-
plicit assumption from the observed association data,1Department of Biostatistics, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109, U
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levels of the annotations in the association signals, is crit-
ical. This point becomes particularly crucial whenmultiple
types of annotations are used, and a rigorous quantitative
enrichment analysis should help to determine which an-
notations are relevant and how much we should weigh
each annotation. The availability of functional annota-
tions also enables high-resolution multi-SNP genetic asso-
ciation analysis. From both GWAS and molecular QTL
mapping studies, it is increasingly evident thatmultiple in-
dependent association signals can co-exist in a relatively
small genomic region. Multi-SNP fine-mapping analysis
has now become a standard procedure to tease out poten-
tial multiple association signals. It is only natural that
genomic annotations are integrated into this process.
Recently, a few computational approaches for integra-
tive enrichment and association analysis have been pro-
posed and successfully demonstrated in molecular QTL
mapping9,10 and GWASs.11,12 However, these existing ap-
proaches make simplifying assumptions for either enrich-
ment analysis12 or multi-SNP fine-mapping analysis.9,11
Therefore, the power of integrative analysis has not been
maximized and can be further improved. In addition,
computational efficiency has always been a hurdle in
terms of applying probabilistic integrative analysis ap-
proaches to genetic data at the genome-wide scale.
In this paper, we propose a probabilistic hierarchical
model that is generalized from our recent work13 to
describe multi-SNP genetic associations while accounting
for functional genomic annotations. Based on this model,
we consider analyzing genetic association data in two set-
tings: traditional GWASs and molecular cis-QTL mapping
studies. Note that a distinct feature of molecular QTL map-
ping is that tens of thousands (or hundreds of thousands)SA; 2Center for Molecular Medicine and Genetics, Wayne State University,
tate University, Detroit, MI 48201, USA
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of molecular phenotypes (e.g., gene expression, DNA
methylation) are simultaneously measured and analyzed,
which imposes some unique statistical challenges. In addi-
tion, the candidate genomic region for each molecular
phenotype is typically defined in the proximity of relevant
genomic landmarks of the corresponding molecular phe-
notypes (e.g., transcription start site of a target gene for
expression phenotypes) and is much smaller in length
(usually spanning 1 to 2 Mb) compared to GWASs. We
outline a three-stage inference procedure to sequentially
perform enrichment analysis, QTL discovery, and multi-
SNP fine mapping. One of our main contributions is a
computationally efficient algorithm for Bayesian multi-
SNP association analysis. This fast fitting algorithm,
named deterministic approximation of posteriors (DAP),
facilitates the proposed rigorous integrative inference pro-
cedure. Compared to the alternative fitting algorithm, i.e.,
the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm, we
show that the DAP is several hundred times faster and
more accurate for genetic association analysis. Taking full
advantage of the DAP algorithm, we lay out the analytic
strategies for analyzing genetic association data from
GWASs and molecular cis-QTL mapping studies, and we
demonstrate the proposed procedures through a series of
simulation studies and real data applications.Material and Methods
Model and Notation
First, we consider a generic setting of association analysis of a sin-
gle quantitative trait and p SNPs, bothmeasured for n unrelated in-
dividuals. We model the genotype-phenotype association using a
multiple linear regression model,
y!¼ m1!þ
Xp
i¼1
bi g
!
i þ e!; e! N

0; s2I

: (Equation 1)
For each SNP i, we denote its binary association status, gi, by
dichotomizing its corresponding genetic effect bi, i.e., gi ¼ 1 if
bi s 0 and 0 otherwise. In particular, we refer to the causal SNPs
for which gi ¼ 1 as the quantitative trait nucleotides (QTNs).9
Our primary interest for association analysis is the inference of
g! :¼ ðg1;.;gpÞ. To integrate genomic annotation into the associ-
ation analysis, we assume that having certain genomic features
will increase (or decrease) the odds that a particular SNP is a
QTN. Equivalently, certain genomic features are enriched (or
depleted) in QTNs. We quantitatively represent this assumption
using an a priori independent logistic model for each gi, i.e.,
log

Prðgi ¼ 1Þ
Prðgi ¼ 0Þ

¼ a0 þ
Xq
k¼1
akdik; (Equation 2)
where d
!
i :¼ ðdi1;.; diqÞ denotes q genomic annotations that are
specific to SNP i at a particular locus and a1, ., aq are referred
to as the enrichment parameters. Note that the annotations can
be either categorical or continuous in this framework. We assume
that the phenotype data, y!, the genotype data, G :¼ ð g!1;.; g!pÞ,
and the annotation data, D :¼ ðd!1;.; d!pÞ, are observed, whereas
the enrichment parameters, a! :¼ ða0;a1;.;aqÞ, are unknown.The AmericFor molecular QTL mapping, tens of thousands of phenotypes
are simultaneously measured, and we denote the collection of all
measured phenotypes by Y :¼ ð y!1;.; y!LÞ. For each phenotype,
a small genomic region, typically spanning 1 to 2 Mb and
on average containing a few thousand SNPs, is pre-defined as
the candidate locus in the proximity of relevant genomic land-
marks of the corresponding molecular phenotypes, and we
denote the union of the SNP genotypes from all candidate loci
by G :¼ ðG1;.;GLÞ. Similarly, we use D :¼ ðD1;.;DLÞ and
G :¼ ðg!1;.; g!LÞ to denote the collections of annotations and
latent association status, respectively.
In GWASs, there is usually only one phenotype of interest,
which can be viewed as a special case of molecular QTL mapping.
Nevertheless, it is important to note that the candidate region for
GWASs spans the whole genome.
Inference Procedure
We propose an inference procedure consisting of three inter-
related stages to fit the proposed hierarchical model. Sequentially,
these stages are as follows:
1. Estimating the enrichment parameter a! using the full data
Y;G, and D for enrichment analysis
2. Screening candidate loci for QTL discovery
3. Performing multi-SNP fine mapping for the high-priority
loci identified in step 2
The maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of a! can be obtained
by the EM algorithm proposed in our recent work.13 In brief, the
EM algorithm treats G as missing data and pools information
across all available loci. In the E-step, the posterior inclusion
probability (PIP) for each SNP i at each locus l (namely,
Prðgli ¼ 1
 y!l;Gl; a!ðtÞÞ) is computed given the current estimate
of a!; in the M-step, a logistic regression model is fit by plugging
in the PIPs as the response variables and SNP annotations as pre-
dictors. The estimate of a! is subsequently updated by the corre-
sponding fitted regression coefficients.
Given the MLE of the enrichment parameter, ca!, we then
attempt to identify genomic loci that are likely to harbor causal
QTNs. This is achieved by testing the null hypothesis,
H0 : g
!
l ¼ 0, for each candidate locus l via a Bayesian false
discovery rate (FDR) control procedure. Specifically, the null hy-
pothesis is rejected if the locus-level posterior probability
Prðg!l ¼ 0 j y!l;Gl;ca!Þ is smaller than the pre-defined threshold
determined by the observed data and desired FDR control
level.14 At the end of this stage, we gather a list of potential
QTLs for fine mapping.
Finally, we perform multi-SNP fine-mapping analysis for the
identified QTLs. In particular, we compute the posterior distri-
bution for each locus l, namely, Prðg!l
 y!l;Gl;ca!Þ, to (1) identify
potentially multiple independent association signals within
locus l and (2) assess the importance of each SNP by computing
its PIP, i.e., Prðgli ¼ 1
 y!l;Gl;ca!Þ. A credible set of potential causal
SNPs for each independent signal can then be constructed
from the resulting PIPs in a manner similar to previously
proposed methods.13,15 This Bayesian approach for multi-SNP
analysis has been known to present some unique advantages
over the traditional conditional analysis approach. For example,
it fully accounts for patterns of linkage disequilibrium (LD) and
shows superior power in discovering independent association
signals.13,16an Journal of Human Genetics 98, 1114–1129, June 2, 2016 1115
This three-stage procedure represents a coherent empirical Bayes
strategy to fit the proposed hierarchical model for inference. In all
three stages, the computational difficulty lies in the efficient eval-
uation of the posterior probability Prðg!l j y!l;Gl; a!Þ. We propose
an algorithm to tackle this problem in the following sections.
The software package implementing the computational ap-
proaches (in Cþþ programming language) is freely available
(Web Resources).Deterministic Approximation of Posteriors
The computation of the target posterior probability
Prðg!l j y!l;Gl; a!Þ is conceptually straightforward by applying the
Bayes theorem, i.e.,
Pr

g!l ¼ g! j y!l;Gl; a!
 ¼ Prðg! j a!Þ BFðg!ÞP
g!0Prðg!
0 j a!Þ BFðg!0Þ; (Equation 3)
where the Bayes factor
BFðg!Þ :¼ P

y!l j Gl; g!l ¼ g!

P

y!l j Gl; g!lh0

represents the marginal likelihood function of g!l evaluated at g!.
Based on Equation 3, the PIP of each candidate SNP can be subse-
quently marginalized from Prðg!l j y!l;Gl; a!Þ.
For any given g! value, both the Bayes factor (whose computa-
tion involves integrating out the nuisance parameters m, b, and
s2) and the prior probability can be analytically evaluated.17,18
The difficulty lies in evaluating the normalizing constant
C :¼
X
g!
Prðg!l ¼ g! j a!Þ BFðg!Þ:
For a locus consisting of p candidate SNPs, the exact computa-
tion requires enumerating all 2p possible g! values; hence, it is
intractable even for modest p. Previously, the only feasible solu-
tion was to employ a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algo-
rithm.13,16,19 However, the MCMC algorithm is computationally
too costly in our grand scheme for integrative genetic association
analysis: the evaluation of Prðg!l j y!l;Gl; a!Þ for every locus is
required for each E-step in the EM algorithm for enrichment anal-
ysis. Furthermore, the inherent stochastic variation in the MCMC
algorithm can affect the performance and reproducibility of the
overall analysis.
Here, we present an alternative algorithm to perform determin-
istic approximation of posteriors (DAP) for each locus and effi-
ciently compute PIPs for all candidate SNPs. This algorithm is
mainly motivated by two observations in genetic association anal-
ysis. First, in almost all genetic applications, the number of
convincing QTLs (i.e., those have relatively large effect sizes)
discovered from the association data are typically small compared
with the number of candidate SNPs within a candidate locus (typi-
cally 1 to 2 Mb). In molecular QTL mapping, this observation is
also supported by many recent experimental works.20–22 It implies
that the vast majority of the posterior probability mass in the
space of all possible combinations of SNPs must be concentrated
in a much lower-dimensional subspace. That is, only association
models containing a few SNPs are likely to have non-negligible
posterior probabilities within a locus. Second, noteworthy QTL
SNPs, as reflected by their non-negligible PIP values, are thought
to typically show modest to strong marginal association signals
in either single-SNP or conditional analysis. Based on the above
observations, we design the DAP algorithm to adaptively select a1116 The American Journal of Human Genetics 98, 1114–1129, Junesmall subset of noteworthy candidate QTL SNPs and thoroughly
explore the low-dimensional model space composed by these
SNPs within each candidate locus. In addition, the DAP algorithm
applies a combinatorial approximation to estimate the posterior
probability mass from the unexplored model space. Unlike the
MCMC, the DAP algorithm is highly parallelizable, and our imple-
mentation takes full advantage of this property. More specifically,
the proposed DAP algorithm approximates the normalizing con-
stant C by
C ¼
X
g!0˛U
Prðg!l ¼ g!0 j a!Þ BFðg!0Þ þ ˛; (Equation 4)
where U denotes a subset of the selected most plausible models to
be explored explicitly and ˛ is an estimate of the approximation
error CP
g!0˛UPrðg
!
l ¼ g!0 j a!Þ BFðg!0Þ. The key to the DAP algo-
rithm is the construction of the set U: it is desirable that models in
U capture the vast majority of the posterior probability mass; on
the other hand, U should be compact enough for efficient explora-
tion. In this paper, we propose two different approaches to
construct U. In both cases, we define the size of the association
model, kg!l k , as the number of assumed QTNs (also known as
the 0-norm of the vector g!l), i.e., kg!l k ¼
Pp
i¼1gli , and partition
the complete model space of fg!lg by the size of association
models, i.e., fg!lg ¼ fkg!l k ¼ 0gWfkg!l k ¼ 1gW.Wfkg!l k ¼ pg.Adaptive DAP Algorithm
The first approach, named adaptive DAP, includes the null
model and all the single SNP association models in the candidate
set U. For a larger size of candidate models, it approximates
Cs :¼
P
k g!k¼sPrðg!j a!ÞBFðg!Þ by a corresponding estimate
Cs ¼
P
g!˛UsPrðg
!j a!Þ BFðg!Þ, where Us consists of a subset of asso-
ciation models with size s but is constructed only from a set of
adaptively selected high-priority SNPs. The adaptive selection of
the high-priority SNPs is similar to a Bayesian version of condi-
tional analysis23 that naturally accounts for LD. More specifically,
suppose that a ‘‘best’’ model with the maximum posterior proba-
bility for kg!k ¼ s 1 has been identified. The SNP selection pro-
cedure then goes through all candidate SNPs, adding a single SNP
at a time to the existing best model, and evaluates their posterior
probabilities of being the sole additional QTN (see details in Ap-
pendix A). Note that this procedure is similar to single-SNP anal-
ysis and is computationally trivial. The candidate SNPs whose
posterior probabilities in the conditional analysis are greater
than a pre-defined threshold l, which is a valid probability mea-
sure (by default, we set l ¼ 0.01), are then added to the existing
subset of high-priority SNPs. Finally, the DAP algorithm enumer-
ates the updated subset of priority SNPs for all combinations of
kg!k ¼ s to computeCs and, in the process, records the ‘‘best’’ pos-
terior model with the increased model size.
Additionally, the adaptive DAP extensively explores only the
model partitions with relatively small sizes. Suppose that there
are truly K QTLs in p candidate SNPs. It should be clear that {Cs}
becomes a (sharply) decreasing sequence as s > K and that the
behavior of this decreasing sequence is mathematically predict-
able (Appendix B). This behavior occurs because the marginal like-
lihood becomes saturated as the model size exceeds the number of
true associations and because the additional prior term imposes a
hefty penalty on the overall product. Utilizing this fact, we derive
an approximate recursive relationship between Cs and Csþ1 as
s R K (Appendix B). Based on this relationship, the stopping
rule for explicit exploration is determined, and we estimate ˛ by2, 2016
˛ ¼
Xp
s¼tþ1
Rs with R

sþ1 ¼
p s
sþ 1 u R

s for s ¼ t þ 1;.; p;
(Equation 5)
where t is the stopping point of the extensive exploration, Rt ¼ Ct ,
and u ¼ ð1=pÞPpi¼1expða0 þPql¼1aldilÞ represents the average prior
odds ratio across SNPs. This estimation essentially assumes that
the marginal likelihood is completely saturated for the partitions
with s > t, and the overall contribution to the normalizing con-
stant from each size partition can be roughly estimated by re-cal-
ibrating the prior changes (see details in Appendix B). To ensure
a high accuracy for the approximation, we also build in an
optional criterion on top of the stopping rule by monitoring the
convergence of the partial sum Sk ¼
Pk
i C

i and enforcing the
exploration until
log10

St
St1

< k; k >0;
or, equivalently ðCt =
Pt1
i C

i Þ < 10k  1. By default, we set
k ¼ 0:01. This additional criterion makes a difference only for
the partitions whose model sizes barely exceed the estimated
size of the saturatedmodels: instead of using the combinatorial es-
timate of the corresponding Cs , it enforces additional DAP explo-
rations for more accurate evaluations.
Finally, it should be recognized that the built-in tuning param-
eters ðl; kÞ enable great flexibility to run the adaptive DAP. As
both l/0 and k/0, the adaptive DAP enumerates all models
and becomes an exact calculation with no loss of precision,
whereas when l is very large, the behavior of the DAP algorithm
becomes very similar to the commonly applied stepwise condi-
tional analysis that has very high computational efficiency. In
practice, we attempt to strike a good balance between the preci-
sion and efficiency.DAP-K Algorithm
Instead of adaptively selecting a subset of high-priority SNPs from
all the model size partitions, the DAP algorithm can also be
applied by pre-fixing the maximum model size (namely, K) while
allowing the exploration of all possible SNP combinations under
the restriction. We refer to this variant of the algorithm as the
DAP-K algorithm. In the special case of K ¼ 1 (DAP-1), the algo-
rithm essentially assumes that at most one causal QTL exists in
the region of interest. Although this very assumption has been
successfully utilized by many other approaches,9,11,17,23 it has al-
ways been formulated as an explicit prior assumption and hence
requires a somewhat non-natural parameterization that also com-
plicates the maximization step when used in the EM algorithm for
enrichment analysis (Appendix C). The DAP-1 algorithm provides
the advantage of considerably faster computation, even when
compared with the adaptive version of the DAP algorithm. More
importantly, it can be applied using only summary statistics
from single-SNP association analysis (in the form of the marginal
estimate of the genetic effect and its standard error for each SNP).
This feature is particularly attractive, especially when the individ-
ual-level genotype and phenotype information is difficult to ac-
cess. We provide the derivation and other technical details for
the DAP-K algorithm in the Appendix C.Applying DAP in Inference
We use both variants of the DAP algorithms in our inference pro-
cedure. Specifically, we propose applying the DAP-1 algorithm inThe Americthe EM algorithm for enrichment analysis and the adaptive DAP
for multi-SNP fine mapping at the last stage.
The performance of the enrichment analysis mostly relies on
the average accuracy of the PIP estimates. We show, both theoret-
ically (Appendix E) and numerically (Figure 2), that the DAP-1
algorithm provides on average precise estimates suitable for
enrichment analysis. Most importantly, the DAP-1 algorithm ex-
hibits the best computational efficiency among the appropriate al-
ternatives (e.g., adaptive DAP, MCMC).
For the multi-SNP analysis in the final fine-mapping stage, we
strongly recommend applying the adaptive DAP algorithm.
Although the DAP-1 algorithm yields only inferior results for a
small proportion of the loci that harbor multiple QTNs, we argue
that identifying multiple independent association signals from
those loci is of particular importance for the overall analysis. To
achieve better accuracy for all loci, the adaptive DAP seems a
logical choice for multi-SNP fine-mapping analysis.Application to GWASs
In practice, the DAP works well for small genomic regions
harboring a handful ofQTNs. This is typically the case inmolecular
QTL mapping, where candidate loci usually span no more than 2
Mb. When there are more QTNs (e.g., >5) in a locus, the adaptive
DAP explorationwithhigh precisionmaybecome time consuming
because the sizeof the candidate setUgrowsexponentially fastwith
the increasing number of independent signals. Nevertheless, in ap-
plications of GWASs, we essentially consider a single locus that
spans thewhole genome, and for a single trait, the number of inde-
pendentassociation signals can range fromhundreds to thousands.
To apply the DAP to GWASs (or molecular QTL mapping with
considerably larger candidate loci), we propose an additional
approximation that factorizes Prðg!l j y!l;Gl; a!Þ (where locus l
spans a much larger genomic region) into
Pr

g!l j y!l;Gl; a!

z
YK
k¼1
Pr

g!½k j y!l;Gl; a!

; (Equation 6)
where fg!½k : k ¼ 1;.;Kg represents a partition of g!l by sets
of non-overlapping LD blocks. This factorization is based on
previous theoretical results.18,24 Recently, Berisa and Pickrell25
provided a working recipe to segment the full genome based on
the population-specific LD structures. Based on these results, we
provide mathematical arguments to justify the factorization
(Appendix D). In brief, applying the analytic approximation of
the Bayes factors,18 it can be shown that
BFðg!Þz
YK
k¼1
BF

g!½k

:
This result, along with the fact that our priors are independent
across SNPs, naturally leads to the approximate factorization of
the posterior probability. As an important consequence, the factor-
ization (Equation 6) suggests that the DAP can be applied to each
LD block independently.Results
First, we perform a series of simulation studies to examine
the accuracy and efficiency of the proposedDAP algorithms
in our inference procedure. We then apply the proposed
approach to analyze two large-scale eQTL datasets.an Journal of Human Genetics 98, 1114–1129, June 2, 2016 1117
Figure 1. Point Estimates of the Enrich-
ment Parameter Produced using Various
Analysis Methods in Different Simulation
Settings
The point estimate of the a1 5 standard
error (obtained from 100 simulated data-
sets) for each method is plotted for each
simulation setting. The ‘‘best case’’ method
uses the true association status and repre-
sents the optimal performance for any
enrichment analysis method. Both the
adaptive DAP and DAP-1 methods yield
unbiased estimates in all settings, although
the adaptive DAP-embedded EM algorithm
generates slightly smaller standard errors.Simulation Studies
Enrichment Analysis with DAP
The integration of DAP into the EM algorithm enables the
efficient estimation of enrichment parameters using large-
scale QTL datasets. To investigate the performance of the
enrichment analysis, we simulate a modest-scale eQTL da-
taset tomimic the genome-wide investigation of cis-eQTLs.
Specifically in each simulation, we select a subset of 1,500
random genes from the GEUVADIS data.2 For each gene,
the real genotypes of 50 cis-SNPs from 343 European indi-
viduals are used in the simulation.We annotate 20% of the
SNPs with a binary feature. For each SNP, we determine its
binary association status by performing a Bernoulli trial
with the success rate p ¼ expð4þ a1dÞ=ð1þ expð4þ
a1dÞÞ: Given the QTNs, we then simulate the expression
levels according to a multiple linear regression model
with residual error variance set to 1. More specifically, the
genetic effect of each QTN is drawn from an independent
normal distribution N(0,0.62). As a result, the simulated
datasets resemble the practically observed cis-eQTL data
(Figure S1).We vary the a1 values from 0.00 to 1.00, and
we generate 100 datasets for each a1 value.
We analyze the simulated datasets using two different
implementations of the EM algorithm with the E-step
approximated by the DAP-1 and the adaptive DAP. For
evaluation, we also estimate a1 by fitting a logistic regres-
sion model using the true association status of each SNP.
This analysis represents a theoretical best-case scenario,
and its results should be regarded as the bound of the
most optimal outcome from any analysis that infers the
latent association status (G) from observed data.
Figure 1 shows that the estimates from the adaptive DAP
and DAP-1 are both seemingly unbiased. As expected, the
variability of the point estimates from both DAP imple-
mentations is higher than that from the best-case method
because of the uncertainty in determining the true associ-
ation status of each SNP. The estimates of the 95% confi-
dence intervals from the individual simulations also1118 The American Journal of Human Genetics 98, 1114–1129, June 2, 2016confirm this finding (Figure S2).
Although the adaptive DAP seem-
ingly generates more accurate esti-
mates on average, we conclude thatthe numerical performance of DAP-1 is very comparable.
Importantly, DAP-1 provides superior computational effi-
ciency: the average running time for the DAP-1-embedded
EM algorithm (with 10 parallel threads in the E-step) is
65.05 s; in comparison, the adaptive DAP-embedded EM
runs for 387.30 s on average (which is a combination of
slightly longer iterations and longer running times per
iteration).
Finally, we note that both the adaptive DAP and DAP-1
algorithms underestimate the a0 parameter: on average,
DAP-1 estimates ba0 ¼ 4:62, and the adaptive DAP yieldsba0 ¼ 4:32 (recall that the truth is a1¼4.00). This is fully
expected, largely because of the limitation of the statistical
power in detecting weak association signals. The practical
consequence is that the empirical Bayes priors constructed
for the final stage of multi-SNP fine mapping analysis are
slightly conservative. However, we argue that the conser-
vative priors generally lead to reduced false discoveries
and may be welcomed in practice for fine-mapping
analysis.
Accuracy of the Adaptive DAP Algorithm
In the second numerical experiment, we compare the
performance of the adaptive DAP algorithm with the
exact Bayesian computation. In particular, we are inter-
ested in evaluating the accuracy of the approximation
Prðg!l j y!l;Gl; a!Þ and the induced SNP-level PIP values
from the adaptive DAP algorithm. The simulation setting
mimics multi-SNP fine-mapping analysis at the final stage
of our proposed inference procedure.
For the exact Bayesian computation with reasonable
computational cost, we have to limit the number of candi-
date SNPs in a locus. Specifically, in each simulation, we
randomly select genotypes of p ¼ 15 neighboring cis-
SNPs of a gene from the GEUVADIS dataset. We then uni-
formly select one to five QTNs and generate the phenotype
measure using a multiple linear regression model.
We apply both the adaptive DAP algorithm and the
exact Bayesian posterior computation on a total of 1,250
Table 1. Numerical Comparison of the Exact Calculation and the
Adaptive DAP Algorithm at Different Threshold Values in the
Second Simulation Study
l Mean of C*/C RMSE of Approximate PIP
0.01 0.994 2.36 3 103
0.02 0.986 5.32 3 103
0.03 0.963 9.83 3 103
0.04 0.921 1.40 3 102
0.05 0.854 2.42 3 102simulated datasets using the identical prior specification.
The exact computation evaluates all 215 ¼ 32,768 associa-
tion models for each simulated dataset. We apply the
adaptive DAP algorithm by varying the threshold value
for selecting high-priority candidate SNPs, l, from 0.01
to 0.05.
First, we compare the true normalizing constant C with
the estimated value C* from the adaptive DAP by
computing the ratio C*/C in each simulated dataset. Utiliz-
ing all SNPs of all the simulated datasets, we also calculate
the root-mean-square error (RMSE) to characterize the pre-
cision of the PIP approximations. The results indicate that
for stringent l values, the DAP can indeed estimate the
normalizing constant with very high accuracy (Table 1
and Figure 2), which ensures the high precision of the esti-Figure 2. Assessment of the Accuracy of the Adaptive DAP Algorit
In the top panel, the individual PIP approximations from the DAP ar
tribution of C*/C is plotted. The simulation results are obtained for t
The Americmated PIPs. As the l threshold is relaxed, the approxima-
tion of C becomes less accurate in some cases; nevertheless,
we observe that the overall precision level of the approxi-
mate PIPs is still reasonably high.
Next, we examine the derived stopping rule and the
analytic estimation of the approximation error. Overall,
we find that the stopping rule and the error approximation
work extremely well for these simulations, and we summa-
rize the results in Figure S3.
Using the simulated dataset, we also benchmark the
average computational time for each simulation/analysis
setting and present the results in Table 2. All runs are per-
formed with 10 parallel threads using the OpenMP library.
For the exact calculation, the average time remains con-
stant regardless of the number of true QTNs. The DAP algo-
rithm represents a much reduced computational time
compared to the exact calculation. The general trend of
the DAP running time is also clear (albeit a few small devi-
ations): with an increasing number of true QTNs, the
running time increases, and with more relaxed l values,
the running time decreases.Power Comparison of the Multi-SNP Analysis
Algorithms
In the final simulation study, we compare the performance
of the adaptive DAP with other existing algorithms in
identifying multiple association signals. Specifically, wehm at Different Threshold Values
e compared to the exact calculations. In the bottom panel, the dis-
hreshold values l ¼ 0.01, 0.02, 0.05 for the DAP algorithm.
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Table 2. Benchmark of the Average Computational Time Required for the DAP and Exact Computation
Method
Running Time (s)
Number of True QTLs
1 2 3 4 5
DAP (l ¼ 0.01) 0.097 (0.234) 0.275 (1.180) 0.733 (3.704) 1.276 (7.140) 2.527 (13.181)
DAP (l ¼ 0.02) 0.093 (0.268) 0.208 (0.776) 0.663 (3.128) 1.275 (6.816) 2.368 (12.965)
DAP (l ¼ 0.03) 0.087 (0.238) 0.133 (0.408) 0.252 (1.060) 0.844 (4.644) 1.422 (7.876)
DAP (l ¼ 0.04) 0.063 (0.116) 0.122 (0.312) 0.230 (0.732) 0.615 (3.064) 0.571 (2.596)
DAP (l ¼ 0.05) 0.050 (0.072) 0.120 (0.280) 0.139 (0.320) 0.184 (0.448) 0.180 (0.276)
Exact 19.8 (121.4)
The running time is measured in seconds by the UNIX utility program ‘‘time.’’ In each cell, we show the actual running time (‘‘real’’ time), which is greatly reduced
by parallel processing with ten threads; in the parentheses, the ‘‘user’’ time is reported, which objectively reflects the actual computational cost, i.e., this mea-
surement is not reduced by the parallelization.directly use the simulated multiple-population eQTL data-
sets fromWen et al.,13 where a genomic locus consisting of
100 relatively independent LD blocks (with 25 neigh-
boring SNPs per block) is artificially assembled using real
genotype data from the GEUVADIS project and 1 to 4
QTNs are randomly assigned to different LD blocks per
simulation.
In Wen et al.,13 we compared three competing ap-
proaches: (1) a single SNP analysis method, (2) a condi-
tional analysis method, and (3) a multi-SNP analysis
method based on an MCMC algorithm, regarding their
abilities to correctly identify the QTN-harboring LD blocks.
We run the adaptive DAP algorithm on the simulated data-
sets and compare the results with the three existing
methods. Our results indicate that the adaptive DAP algo-
rithm presents a significant improvement in performance
(Figure 3) and a remarkable reduction in computational
time compared with the MCMC algorithm (Table S1),
and both approaches outperform the single SNP analysis
and conditional analysis approaches. In addition, Figure 3
also shows that with prolonged sampling steps, theMCMC
outputs seemingly ‘‘converge’’ to the DAP results. We also
run a fast version of the adaptive DAP algorithm with tun-
ing parameter l ¼ 0.05 (Figure S4), and the results indicate
that the decrease in performance from the default setting
(l ¼ 0.01) is minimal.
Re-analysis of the GEUVADIS Data
We re-analyze the cross-population eQTL dataset gener-
ated from the GEUVADIS project (Web Resources) via the
proposed 3-stage inference procedure. In this re-analysis,
we focus on examining two types of genomic annotations
that are known to impact the enrichment of eQTNs: the
SNP distance to the transcription start site (TSS) of the
target gene and annotations assessing the ability of a point
mutation to disrupt transcription factor (TF) binding.
Following Wen et al.,13 we group all SNPs within 100 kb
of a gene into 1 kb non-overlapping bins according to their
distances from the TSS and use the label of the correspond-1120 The American Journal of Human Genetics 98, 1114–1129, Juneing bin for each SNP to represent its distance to TSS (DTSS)
as a categorical variable. In addition, a SNP is classified as a
binding SNP if it is computationally predicted to strongly
disrupt TF binding by the CENTIPEDE model using the
ENCODE DNaseI data26,27 (Web Resources). If a SNP is
located in a DNaseI footprint region but there is no strong
evidence for disrupting TF binding, it is classified as a foot-
print SNP; otherwise, the SNP is labeled as a baseline SNP.
Due to the computational restraint, our previous enrich-
ment analysis reported in Wen et al.13 was based on a sin-
gle iteration of the MCMC-within-EM (or EM-MCMC)
algorithm (i.e., the E-step is carried out by the MCMC algo-
rithm), because our main goal was enrichment testing.
Although the evidence is sufficiently strong for testing
purposes, the enrichment parameters were known to be
severely underestimated.
We ran the complete DAP-1-embedded EM algorithm to
perform the enrichment analysis. The full EM algorithm
runs for 25 iterations to meet our convergence criteria,
which require an increment %0.01 in the log-likelihood
between two consecutive iterations (Figure S5). The com-
plete EM run takes 21 min on a Linux box with a single
8-core Intel Xeon 2.13 GHz CPU. In comparison, the
MCMC algorithm takes approximately 84 hr of computa-
tional time to fully process all 11,838 genes in a single
E-step on the same computing system.
After a single iteration, the DAP-1-embedded EM algo-
rithm yields point estimates for the TF binding annota-
tions that are very similar to our previous results reported
in Wen et al.13 (Table 3). As expected, the final estimates
from the complete EM run have very high enrichment
values: the binding SNPs have an estimated log odds ratioba1 ¼ 0:94, or fold change of 2.56, with the 95% CI
[0.84,1.05], whereas the footprint SNPs have a much lower
enrichment estimate (log odds ratio ba1 ¼ 0:53 or fold
change of 1.70, with the 95% CI [0.40,0.67]). Note that
the two confidence intervals are non-overlapping. In
comparison, our previously reported estimates of the
corresponding enrichment parameters are 0.40 (95% CI2, 2016
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Figure 3. Comparison of DAP and MCMC Algorithms in Simulation Study III
(A) Performance comparisons for multi-SNP QTL mapping. We apply different analytical approaches to a simulated dataset reported
in Wen et al.13 to evaluate their abilities to identify multiple independent LD blocks harboring true QTLs. The methods compared
include a single-SNP analysis approach (navy blue line), a forward selection-based conditional analysis approach, the MCMC algo-
rithm described in Wen et al.,13 and the DAP algorithm. Each plotted point represents the number of true positive findings (of LD
blocks) versus the false positives obtained by a given method at a specific threshold. The MCMC algorithm and the DAP algorithm
are based on the Bayesian hierarchical model and clearly outperform the other two commonly applied approaches. Most impor-
tantly, the DAP algorithm presents a significant performance improvement compared with the MCMC in both accuracy and compu-
tational efficiency.
(B–E) Comparison of PIP values estimated by adaptive DAP and MCMC with various running lengths. We randomly selected 10 simu-
lated datasets and ran MCMC with 4 different lengths of sampling steps, ranging from 15,000 to 1 million (the results shown in A are
based on 75,000 sampling steps for each dataset). With the prolonged MCMC runs, the MCMC outcomes seemingly ‘‘converge’’ to the
DAP results.[0.32,0.49]) and 0.14 (95% CI [0.04,0.24]) for binding and
footprint SNPs, respectively.
Next, we repeat the multi-SNP fine-mapping analysis
using the adaptive DAP algorithm and the new set of the
empirical Bayes priors obtained from the enrichment anal-
ysis. For most genes, the results (i.e., the number of inde-
pendent signals for each gene) are qualitatively unchanged
compared to the previous MCMC results. Nevertheless, we
find that fine-mapping with the adaptive DAP is much
more efficient, and the annotated SNPs, especially the
binding SNPs, are further prioritized in the new fine-map-
ping results (Figure S6).
Analysis of the GTEx Data
We analyze the cis-eQTL data from the GTEx project
(Web Resources). One of the most unique advantages of
the GTEx data is that they enable the study of the com-
monality and specificity of the eQTLs in multiple tissues.
Taking advantage of the high computational efficiency of
the EM-DAP1 algorithm, we perform the enrichment
analysis of the TF binding annotations, derived from
the ENCODE data and the CENTIPEDE model, in eQTLs
across 44 human tissues while controlling for the SNPThe Americdistance to TSS. More specifically, for each gene, we
consider a 2 Mb cis region centered at the transcription
start site. For each tissue, we perform the enrichment
analysis using two sets of TF binding annotations, one
derived from the ENCODE LCL cell line and the other
from the ENCODE liver-related HepG2 cell line27 (Web
Resources). This exercise aims to assess the impact of
the cell-type-specific annotations on the proposed inte-
grative analysis.
Our results indicate that the binding variants are signif-
icantly enriched in eQTLs in all tissues regardless of the
origin of the annotations. Furthermore, the point esti-
mates of enrichment levels for binding variants are consis-
tently higher than those for footprint SNPs, except in one
occasion (small intestine tissue with LCL-derived annota-
tions) where the two estimates are indistinguishable.
Importantly, we find that the enrichment estimates in spe-
cific tissues are quantitatively correlated with the origins of
the annotations. Figure 4 shows the results of the enrich-
ment level estimates ðba1Þ of the binding variants in each
tissue using the LCL- and HepG2-derived TF binding anno-
tations. Most interestingly, the LCL-derived annotations
yield the highest enrichment estimates in LCLs and wholean Journal of Human Genetics 98, 1114–1129, June 2, 2016 1121
Table 3. Comparison of Enrichment Estimates by EM-DAP1 and
EM-MCMC after a Single Iteration in Analysis of GEUVADIS Data
Method
Footprint SNPs Binding Variants
a 95% C.I. a 95% C.I.
EM-MCMC 0.14 (0.04, 0.24) 0.39 (0.32, 0.49)
EM-DAP1 0.12 (0.01, 0.25) 0.41 (0.30, 0.51)
The binding SNPs refer to the genetic variants that are computationally pre-
dicted to disrupt TF binding, and the footprint SNPs are those simply located
in the DNaseI footprint region but not predicted to affect TF binding. The
enrichment estimates from both methods are very similar. The MCMC algo-
rithm accounts for multiple independent association signals and yields slightly
tighter confidence intervals, as expected. However, the EM-DAP1 is much
more computationally efficient: it runs almost one thousand times faster
than the EM-MCMC algorithm.blood from the GTEx datasets, whereas the liver-related
HepG2-derived annotations obtain the highest enrich-
ment estimate in the GTEx liver tissue. Overall, our results
suggest that TF binding annotations derived from different
tissues must have substantial overlaps; nevertheless, the
annotations from the relevant tissues may provide better
functional interpretations for expression-altering causal
SNPs in a specific tissue.
We then proceed to identify genes that harbor QTNs
(i.e., eGenes) using a Bayesian FDR control procedure
that we recently developed.14 Subsequently, we perform
multi-SNP fine-mapping analysis for the identified eGenes
incorporating the enrichment estimates using the adaptive
DAP algorithm.We present the analysis results for the liver
(sample size 97), lung (sample size 278), and whole blood
(sample size 338). There are 2,788, 8,605, and 7,937
eGenes that are identified from the lung, liver, and whole
blood, respectively. We suspect that the number of differ-
ences in eGenes discovery is largely attributed to the
sample sizes but is also correlated with the levels of exper-
imental noise inmeasuring the gene expression in each tis-
sue. For each fine-mapped eGene l in each tissue, we
compute the posterior expected number of independent
signals using
Pp
i¼1Prðgli
 y!l:Gl;ca!Þ and plot the histogram
for each tissue in Figure 5. In all three tissues, we identify
single eQTL signals for the vast majority of eGenes. None-
theless, for a non-trivial number of genes, we are able
to confidently identify multiple independent signals.
Comparing the fine-mapping results among the three
tissues, we find that the ability to identify additional inde-
pendent signals is also seemingly correlated with the sam-
ple sizes.
We further examine some known individual genes to
validate our integrative analysis results. In particular, we
examine SORT1 (MIM: 602458), whose function is
related to plasma low-density lipoprotein cholesterol
(LDL-C [MIM: 613589]) metabolism through modula-
tion of hepatic VLDL secretion. Through GWASmeta-anal-
ysis and extensive functional analysis,28 a single SNP,
rs12740374, is identified to cause variations in LDL-C.
More specifically, the major allele disrupts the binding1122 The American Journal of Human Genetics 98, 1114–1129, Junesite of C/EBP transcription factors in human hepatocytes.
Our integrative fine-mapping analysis using the GTEx liver
data yields a Bayesian 95% credible set, narrowed down to
only two potential causal eQTNs for SORT1: rs12740374
(PIP ¼ 0.473) ranks second very closely only to SNP
rs7528419 (PIP¼ 0.526). Moreover, the direction of the ge-
netic effect for rs7528419 fits the description provided in
Musunuru et al.28 The two SNPs in the credible set are in
high LD (r2 > 0.95), except that the genotypes of
rs12740374 in the GTEx samples are not directly geno-
typed but imputed. Upon further investigation, we find
that the binding site reported by Musunuru et al.28 is not
captured by the ENCODE DNaseI experiments in HepG2,
and hence, rs12740374 is not correctly annotated. We
then include the annotation of rs12740374 as a binding
SNP based on the functional study of Musunuru et al.28
and re-run the fine-mapping analysis using the adaptive
DAP. We find that rs12740374 yields the highest PIP value
(PIP ¼ 0.752) among all the candidate SNPs (the PIP for
rs7528419 drops to 0.247). The lesson learned here is
that the completion of the genomic annotations may
have a profound impact on the integrative analysis, and
efforts should be made to generate a more comprehensive
set of genomic annotations by both accumulating new
experimental data and integrating them with all the exist-
ing data.Discussion
The proposed EM-DAP1 algorithm provides an efficient
and flexible framework to perform enrichment analysis
with respect to genomic annotations using genetic associ-
ation data—there is no restriction on the types of anno-
tations (categorical or continuous) or the number of
annotations that can be simultaneously investigated.
Some of the commonly applied ad hoc enrichment anal-
ysis methods in the same context attempt to first classify
the binary latent association status G for all candidate
SNPs based on their single SNP testing results. However,
it is worth noting that the classification based on hypoth-
esis testing typically has very stringent controls over type
I errors but is much more tolerant (in practice, it may be
too tolerant) and has little control over type II errors,
which are a major source of the overall mis-classification
errors for G.13 As a consequence, most ad hoc procedures
of this type provide poor quantification of enrichment
levels. Recently, probabilistic model-based enrichment
analysis approaches have been proposed based on the
‘‘one QTN per locus’’ assumption and applied to both
molecular QTL mapping and GWASs.11 A common
feature of these approaches is that they treat each locus
as the exchangeable/comparable unit in the analysis: in
the simplest case, each locus has the common prior
probability, p1, of harboring causal QTNs. Although
the DAP-1 algorithm implicitly also makes the same
assumption and enjoys the benefit of fast and efficient2, 2016
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Figure 4. Enrichment Estimates for Binding Variants in GTEx Tissues
The estimates in (A) are based on the annotations derived from the DNaseI data of the ENCODE LCLs, whereas the estimates in (B) are
based on annotations derived from the ENCODE liver-related HepG2 DNaseI data. In each panel, we plot the point estimate of the
enrichment parameter and its 95% confidence interval in each tissue. The tissues are ranked in descending order according to the
magnitude of the point estimates. All estimates are obtained controlling for the SNP distance from TSS. All estimates are significantly
far from 0 (at the 5% level). Interestingly, when the tissue and origin of the annotations match, the point estimates for enrichment
are the highest.computation using only summary statistics, it presents
some significant differences/improvements compared to
the aforementioned approaches. The DAP-1 algorithm,
built on the proposed hierarchical model, considers
each SNP as the unit of analysis. This modeling strategy
leads to a straightforward EM algorithm for parameter
estimation, where the target function in the M-step is
convex with well-known optimization solutions. In com-
parison, with the parameterization including p1, the
target function in the M-step is no longer guaranteed to
be convex, which can cause convergence issues in EM
estimation and prevent the simultaneous investigations
of many annotations (see the details in the Appendix
C). Furthermore, p1 parameterization essentially assumes
that genetic loci consisting of many SNPs are equally
likely to harbor causal QTNs as loci consisting of only a
few SNPs. From the empirical evidence produced by
eQTL analysis, we find that this assumption is probably
false: the genes with more cis candidate SNPs are more
likely to harbor eQTNs.13 In summary, the proposed hier-
archical model and the EM-DAP1 algorithm represent
better alternatives.
The proposed Bayesian hierarchical model does not
explicitly consider potential polygenic background. To
evaluate the performance of the proposed enrichment
analysis method under an explicit polygenic model, we
modify the simulation settings for enrichment analysis
by imposing a small yet non-zero genetic effect on everyThe Americcandidate SNP. Under such setting, gi should be interpreted
as an indicator of whether the genetic effect of SNP i is
significantly larger than the polygenic background. The
simulation results (Figure S7) indicate that the estimates
of the enrichment parameters are biased toward 0 in the
presence of polygenic background, although the bias is
negligible when the polygenic effects are small. We plan
to extend our current work to fully account for polygenic
background in our future work by considering a more
appropriate model like the Bayesian sparse linear mixed
model (BSLMM).29
Our analysis of multi-tissue eQTL data yields many inter-
esting findings that are worthy of in-depth follow-up
investigation. In particular, our results suggest that the
cell type specificity and the completeness/accuracy of the
genomic annotations might have profound impacts on
the integrative association analysis in terms of different as-
pects as follows: the cell type specificity of the annotations
affects the global enrichment estimates and the multi-SNP
analysis results of every subsequently fine-mapped locus,
whereas mis-annotations of certain variants probably
impact functional interpretations of specific loci but are
not likely to alter the global enrichment estimates as
long as the annotations are accurate on average. These
findings should motivate efforts to generate a more
comprehensive and accurate catalog of genomic annota-
tions to improve the overall quality of genetic association
analysis. Furthermore, it should be noted that all thean Journal of Human Genetics 98, 1114–1129, June 2, 2016 1123
Figure 5. Posterior Expected Number of cis-eQTL Signals per eGene in GTEx Liver, Lung, and Whole Blood Tissues
The top, middle, and bottom panels display the histogram of the posterior expected number of cis-eQTLs from all the eGenes in the liver,
lung, and blood tissues, respectively. For most genes, we can identify only a single association signal. However, for a non-trivial number
of eGenes, multiple independent association signals can be confidently identified by the adaptive DAP algorithm. The sample size is
seemingly an important factor related to the ability to identify multiple independent signals in a cis region.
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annotations could have additional levels of complexity
(e.g., cis regulatory grammar) and still can be consistently
analyzed within the same framework by extending our lo-
gistic prior model in a straightforward manner to allow in-
teractions. To aid these efforts, our proposed genome-wide
scale enrichment analysis has provided a principled way of
assessing the tissue/cell type specificity of the genomic
annotations.Appendix A: Selection of Priority SNPs in
Adaptive DAP
We give a detailed account of the Bayesian conditional
analysis procedure for selecting high-priority SNPs in the
adaptive DAP algorithm. For a given locus l, the procedure
starts with model size partition s ¼ 1. Let g! denote the
model with the highest posterior probability in the size
partition s  1 in locus l, i.e.,
g! ¼ argmaxfk g!k¼s1gPrðg!l ¼ g!ÞBFðg!Þ:
For each SNP i that is not included in the current best
model, we compute a Bayes factor for the expandedmodel,
g!yi ¼ g!Wfgli ¼ 1g. Assuming that there is exactly one
additional QTL and that each candidate SNP i is equally
likely to be the additional causal association a priori, the
corresponding conditional posterior probability for SNP i
can be computed by
PIPi ¼
BF

g!yi
	
BFðg!ÞP
jBF

g!yj
	
BFðg!Þ
¼ BF

g!yi
P
jBF

g!yj
: (Equation A1)
The resulting quantity is a well-defined posterior prob-
ability and is solely determined by the relative likeli-
hood values of the expanded models. In particular, it
should be noted that Equation A1 fully accounts for
LD between SNPs: e.g., if two SNPs are in perfect LD,
they would possess identical values that correctly
reflect the uncertainty (i.e., they are indistinguishable).
The procedure requires p  s evaluations of Bayes fac-
tors that are computationally trivial for small s values.
Given the pre-defined threshold l, we add the SNP i
into the existing set of high-priority SNPs if it is not
already in the set and PIPiRl. For s R 2, we then
enumerate all s-combinations from the resulting set
of priority SNPs to compute Cs . During this enumera-
tion, we also record the new g! for the increased
model size.
Intuitively, the threshold parameter l is related to the
precision of the approximate PIPs. The selection procedure
roughly estimates the probability, Prðgli ¼ 1 j y!;Gl;
a!; kg!l k ¼ sÞ, for SNP i. Note the relationship
Pr

glk ¼ 1 j y!l;Gl; a!
 ¼ Xp
s¼1
Ci
C
,
Pr

glk ¼ 1 j y!l;Gl; a!; kg!l k ¼ s

:The AmericThe following can be concluded:
1. If Prðgli ¼ 1 j y!l;Gl; a!; kg!l k ¼ sÞ < l for a given
SNP at all s values, then it must be the case that the
overall PIP < l.
2. The loss of precision of the PIP of SNP i due to the se-
lection screening for a particular size partition must
be <l.Appendix B: Stopping Rule and Estimation of the
Approximation Error in Adaptive DAP
When a non-associated SNP is added to an existing as-
sociation model, the marginal likelihood of the
model is typically non-increasing. In fact, the marginal
likelihood measured by the corresponding Bayes
factor usually decreases slightly due to the effect of
Occam’s razor built into the Bayes factor computa-
tion.30 We utilize this property to reduce the computa-
tion of DAP by eliminating unnecessary explicit
explorations of the model partitions once the sizes of
the models are considered saturated. To achieve this
goal, the DAP starts the exploration with model
size partition s ¼ 1 for increasing s values until a
stopping rule is met. The contribution of the
unexplored size partitions (i.e., the approximation
error) is then estimated by an analytic combinatorial
approximation.
To explain the stopping rule and the combinatorial
approximation, we assume that there are K detectable
true QTNs. In each model size partition where s > K, we
can classify all models into (K þ 1) mutually exclusive cat-
egories according to the number of true QTNs (0 to K)
included in each association model. In the category
including exactly m true QTLs, each member association
model also includes (s  m) non-associated SNPs, and the
total number of the association models in the category is
given by


p K
sm


K
m

. We estimate the contribution toP
g!Prðg!l ¼ g!; kg!l k ¼ sÞBFðg!Þ from this particular cate-
gory by the equation

p K
sm


K
m
fPrðg!l; kg!l k ¼ sÞ BFfmg;
where fPrðg!l; kg!l k ¼ sÞ represents the average prior value
within the category and BFfmg is the average Bayes factor
across models including m out of K detectable QTNs. The
use of BFfmg is mainly based on the assumption that
including non-associated SNPs in an association model
does not, on average, increase the marginal likelihood/
Bayes factor. Hence, we obtain
Csz
XK
m¼0


p K
sm


K
m
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To relate Csþ1 to Cs, we note that
Csþ1z
X
m¼0
K
 
p K
sþ 1m
! 
K
m
!fPrðg!l; kg!l k ¼ sþ 1Þ BFfmg
¼
X
m¼0
K p K þm s
sþ 1m
 
p K
sm
! 
K
m
!fPrðg!l; kg!l k ¼ sþ 1Þ
3BFfmg
%
p s
sþ 1 K
X
m¼0
K
" 
p K
sm
! 
K
m
!fPrðg!l; kg!l k ¼ sÞ BFfmg
#
3
fPrðg!l; kg!k ¼ sþ 1ÞfPrðg!l; kg!l k ¼ sÞ
z
p s
s K þ 1 u Cs:
(Equation B1)
In the last step, we approximate the quantitiesfPrðg!l; kg!l k ¼ sþ 1Þ=fPrðg!l; kg!l k ¼ sÞ in all K þ 1 cate-
gories by the average prior odds u ¼ ð1=pÞPpi¼1exp
ða0 þ
Pq
l¼1aldilÞ. Similarly, we can derive an approximate
lower bound for Csþ1
p s K
sþ 1 u Cs: (Equation B2)
Thus, we have shown
p s
s K þ 1 u Cs TCsþ1 T
p s K
sþ 1 u Cs: (Equation B3)
Because K is unknown, we estimate Csþ1 from Cs by the
following approximation
Csþ1z
p s
sþ 1 u Cs; (Equation B4)
which does not depend on K and lies in the interval

p s K
sþ 1 u Cs;
p s
s K þ 1u Cs

:
Our numerical experiment shows that this approxima-
tion is surprisingly accurate (Figure S3).
Our stopping rule is built upon the upper bound speci-
fied by the inequality (Equation B3). Specially, the adaptive
DAP stops explicit exploration at partition size s ¼ t if
Ct % ðp t þ 1Þ u Ct1: (Equation B5)
The inequality essentially tests KR t  1. In addition to
utilizing the combinatorial approximation, the DAP
further monitors the increment of the partial sum
Sk ¼
Pk
i C

i . To ensure a high accuracy of the approxima-
tion, we also add an optional criterion to the stopping
rule on top of Equation B5, i.e.,
log10

St
St1

< k; k >0;1126 The American Journal of Human Genetics 98, 1114–1129, Juneor, equivalently,
CtPt1
i C

i
< 10k  1:
By default, we set k ¼ 0:01, which further ensures that
the subsequent model size partitions make no substantial
contributions to the normalizing constant. This additional
criterion provides practical flexibility for running the DAP:
as k/0, it enforces the DAP to explore all the model size
partitions, whereas when k is large, only the stopping
rule (Equation B5) is effective.
Once the stopping rule is invoked, we estimate ˛ by
˛ ¼
Xp
s¼tþ1
Rs ;
where we define Rt ¼ Ct and
Rsþ1 ¼
p s
sþ 1 u R

s ; for s ¼ t;.; p:
Appendix C: Derivation of the DAP-1 Algorithm
In this section, we provide a detailed derivation for the
DAP-1 algorithm. It should be noted that the derivation
can be generalized to the DAP-K algorithm with K > 1.
The key assumption of the DAP-1 is that posterior prob-
abilities of single-QTL association models dominate the
posterior probability space of fg!g, i.e.,
C
X
kg!k%1
Prðg!l ¼ g!ÞBFðg!Þ/0: (Equation C1)
Consequently, it follows that
Pr

g!l ¼ g! j y!l;Gl; a!

z
8><>:
Prðg!l ¼ g! j a!ÞBFðg!ÞX
kg!0 k%1
Prðg!l ¼ g!0ÞBFðg!0Þ
ifkg!k%1
0 otherwise:
Themodel space of fg! : kg!k%1g contains only the null
model, g!¼ 0, and all single-SNP association models. For
thenullmodel, it is clear that BFðg!¼ 0Þ ¼ 1, andwedenote
p0 :¼ Prðg!¼ 0 j a!Þ ¼
Yp
i¼1

1þ expa!0d!i1:
We use g!+j to denote the single-SNP association model
where the jth SNP is the assumed QTN. Clearly,
Pr

g!+j j a!

¼ expa!0d!jYp
i¼1

1þ expa!0d!i1
¼ p0,exp

a!0d!j

;
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BF

g!+j

¼ BFj:
We recall that BFj denotes the Bayes factor based on the
single-SNP analysis of SNP j. The computation of BFj has
been detailed by many authors.17,31,32 It typically requires
only summary-level statistics, e.g., the estimated genetic
effect of the target SNP and its standard error,31,32 and it
is computationally trivial.
Finally, we note that given the restrained model space,
the PIP of SNP j, Prðgj
 y!;G; a!Þ, coincides with
Prðg!+j
 a!Þ. Given all of the above, it follows from simple
algebra that
Prðgi ¼ 1 j y!;G; a!Þ ¼
Xp
k¼1e
a0þ
Xq
l¼1
aldkl BFk
1þ
Xp
k¼1e
a0þ
Xq
l¼1
aldkl BFk
,
e
Xq
l¼1
aldil BFiXp
k¼1e
Xq
l¼1
aldkl BFk
¼ ½1 Prðg!l ¼ 0 j y!;G; a!Þ,
e
Xq
l¼1
aldil BFiXp
k¼1e
Xq
l¼1
aldkl BFk
;
(Equation C2)
where the first term assesses the probability that the p-SNP
locus contains a QTL and the second term is the condi-
tional probability that the ith SNP is the sole QTL.
Equation C2 bears great similarity to the previously
proposed Bayesian approaches,9,11,23 which also impose
the ‘‘single QTL per locus’’ assumption. However, all the
aforementioned approaches formulate it as a prior assump-
tion, which results in a very different parametrization.
More specifically, they use a locus-level quantity, p0, to
denote the probability that a locus does not contain a
QTL. Conditioning on the case that the locus does con-
tain a QTL, the prior for SNP i being the causal SNP is
assigned
Pr

gi ¼ 1 j g!ls0; d
! ¼ ePql¼1dldilPp
k¼1e
Pq
l¼1dldkl
; (Equation C3)
where the parameter d
!
is similar to our enrichment
parameter. As a result, this parametrization yields a similar
expression for the PIP of SNP i,
Pr

gi ¼ 1 j y!;Gl;p0; d
! ¼ ½1 Prðg!l
¼ 0 j y!;Gl;p0Þ, e
Pq
l¼1dldil BFiPp
k¼1e
Pq
l¼1dldkl BFk
: (Equation C4)
Despite the algebraic similarity, the parameters (p0 and
d
!
) in Equation C4 cannot be directly interpreted as a! in
our logistic priors, partly due to the conditional nature of
theprior specification (Equation3). Furthermore, in enrich-
ment analysis, the M-step of the EM algorithm becomesThe Americmuchmore involved for optimizing the objective function
jointly with respect to ðp0; d!Þ. In comparison, we have
shown that under the parametrization of DAP-1, the maxi-
mization in the M-step is equivalent to fitting a logistic
regression model for which the solutions are well known.Appendix D: Factorization of the Posterior
Probability by LD Blocks
For integrative association analysis for loci spanning very
large genomic regions, especially in GWAS settings, we
recommend an additional approximate factorization,
Prðg!j y!;G; a!ÞzPLk¼1Prðg!½k  y!;G; a!Þ, before applying
the DAP to each genomic region independently. We pro-
vide the necessary mathematical justification for this
factorization.
It is sufficient to show that
Prðg! j a!Þ BFðg!Þz
YL
k¼1
Pr

g!½k j a!

,
YL
k¼1
BF

g!½k

:
Recall that fg!½k : k ¼ 1;2; 3.g are non-overlapping seg-
ments of the vector g!. Because the prior probabilities are
assumed to be independent across SNPs, it follows trivially
that Prðg!j a!Þ ¼QLk¼1Prðg!½k  a!Þ.
To show that BFðg!ÞzQLk¼1BFðg!½kÞ; we note the previ-
ous result on the Bayes factors,18
BFðg!Þ ¼
Z
P

b
! j g! BF b! d b!;
where the probability Pð b!  g!Þ defines the prior effect size
given association status g!. Furthermore, note the indepen-
dent relationship of the prior effect sizes across SNPs,
P

b
! j g! ¼Yp
i¼1
Pðbi j giÞ:
If gi¼ 1, bi is assigned a normal prior, whereas if gi¼ 0, bi¼
0 with probability 1 (or is represented by a degenerated
normal distribution, bi  Nð0;0Þ). Equivalently, we write
b
! j g!  Nð0;WÞ;
where W is a diagonal prior variance-covariance matrix,
and for g!s1,W is singular.
Without loss of generality, we assume that both the
phenotype vector y! and the genotype vectors g!1;.; g!p
are centered, i.e., the intercept term in the association
model is exactly 0. Furthermore, we also assume that the
residual error variance parameter t is known. It then fol-
lows from the result of Wen18 that
BF

b
!
;W
 ¼ j I þ tG0GW j 12
,exp


1
2
y!0G
h
WðI þ tG0GWÞ1
i
G0 y!

:
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This expression provides the theoretical basis for the
factorization. In particular, the p3 p sample covariancema-
trix ð1=nÞG0G is a well-known estimate of Var(G). In other
words,G0G can be viewed as a noisy observation of nVar(G).
Using population genetic theory, Wen and Stephens24
show that Var(G) is extremely banded. Based on this result,
Berisa and Pickrell25 recently provided an algorithm to
segment the genome into L non-overlapping loci utilizing
the population parameter of the recombination rate, i.e.,
G ¼ G½1;.;G½L;
and we approximate G0G by a block diagonal matrix
dG0G ¼ G0½1G½14/4G0½LG½L; (Equation D2)
where ‘‘4’’ denotes the direct sum of the matrices. It is
important to note that Equation D2 should be viewed as
a de-noised version of G0G with non-zero entries outside
the LD blocks shrunk to exactly 0. By plugging Equation
D2 into Equation D1, it follows that
BF

b
!
;W
 ¼YL
k¼1
BF½k; (Equation D3)
where
BF½k ¼ j I þ tG0½kG½kW ½k j 
1
2
,exp


1
2
y!0G½k

W ½k

I þ tG0½kG½kW ½k
1
G0½k y
!

:
(Equation D4)
In particular, ðW ½1;.;W ½LÞ is a decomposition of the
diagonal matrix W compatible with the decomposition
of G.
Finally, we integrate out the residual error variance
parameter t for each BF[k] by applying the Laplace approx-
imation.18 This step results in plugging in a point estimate
of t (e.g., based on y! and G[k] for each block k) into Equa-
tion D4. Taken together, we have shown that
BFðg!Þz
YL
k¼1
Z
P

b
!
½k j g!½k

BF½k d b
!
½k;
and consequently,
Prðg! j y!;G; a!Þz
YL
k¼1
Pr

g!½k j y!l;Gl; a!

:
Appendix E: Average Accuracy of PIP Estimates
using DAP-1
In this section, we provide some mathematical arguments
to justify that DAP-1 (or adaptive DAP with less stringent
threshold values) algorithm can provide on average accu-
rate estimate. Specifically, we write the expression for the
exact calculation of the PIP for SNP k at locus l as1128 The American Journal of Human Genetics 98, 1114–1129, JunePr

glk ¼ 1 j y!l;Gl; a!
 ¼Xp
s¼1
Ci
C
,Pr

glk
¼ 1 j y!l;Gl; a!; kg!l k ¼ s

: (Equation E1)
In the case of DAP-1, we essentially use the following
expression to approximate the PIP,
Pr

glk ¼ 1 j y!l;Gl; a!

z
C1
C0 þ C1,Pr

glk
¼ 1 j y!l;Gl; a!; kg!l k ¼ 1

: (Equation E2)
Note that in genetic association analysis, the vast major-
ity of SNPs have overall PIPs/0 within any given locus;
hence, it must be the case that for such a SNP k,
Pr

glk ¼ 1 j y!l;Gl; a!; kg!l k ¼ s

/0; for all s:
Therefore, evenC1þC0 approximates Cpoorly, and Equa-
tion E2 still provides an adequately accurate PIP estimation
for the majority of SNPs that are not QTNs. The same argu-
ment canalsobe applied to candidateQTNswithvery strong
evidence for associations, especially when the ‘‘primary’’
association signals have strengths of associations that are or-
ders of magnitude higher than the remaining candidate
SNPs within a locus (e.g., Prðglk ¼ 1 j y!l;Gl; a!; k
g!l k ¼ sÞ/1 for all s). Therefore, the only SNPs whose
PIPs are poorly approximated by DAP-1 are those secondary
QTL signals (if there are any), but in most practical cases, it
can be assured that such SNPs are small in number.Supplemental Data
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